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i recommend you never buy this game because it has a lot of bugs and the game is short. if

you are a fan of visual novels and you want to play a good one than you should try rejet's other
works like tearia's work or silicar's work. it's better than diabolik lovers more blood. to be
honest, i don't think i'm going to be buying this game. i find the game to be a little slow at

times, and i've seen some of the other reviews saying the same thing. i would recommend you
not to buy this game because it's not fun, and it's not worth your money. i hope that when it's

released, i'll just have it and then pass it on to someone who will enjoy it more than i did.
diabolik lovers more blood is an amazing game and if you're like me, you might end up

spending alot of time on it. i definitely enjoyed the game alot more than i thought i would and i
recommend it to anyone who loves visual novels. this game is set in a futuristic world and the

characters have a very interesting story. it's definitely worth buying and if you can afford it, it's
definitely worth buying. this is the first visual novel i have ever played and i found it to be very
enjoyable and i would highly recommend this to anyone who is looking for an awesome visual

novel. i (reishiki) was the lead translator for save me! and my work was quite poor. it wasnt my
fault though - my editor had no interest in my translation so i didnt get the opportunity to

revamp it - so i had to continue to translate it as is. i have been quoted to have said that im
sorry to say that it will never be patched up, but im not sorry to say that i wish that had been
done in the first place. i was so close to fixing it, but im sorry to say i just didnt care to bother

anymore. the english translation was not the best either, but i will still try to help out the
translators that need it, if they want me to. (i hope those translators dont want me to do it

though, because im working on a game that will be available for anyone to enjoy.)
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i hate to end on a bad note, but i also want to talk about what i really didnt like in diabolik
lovers. the ending is filled with too many of the same scenes as the rest of the show. i found it

really hard to get up the feeling that all these scenes where important to the plot, because
theyre the same as the rest of the show. it was like watching the same scene over and over

again until its boring. i also hate the fact that the final scene was another drama, because its
the same as the other scenes that took place in the mansion. i really enjoyed the action and
the drama, but i found myself comparing it with the novels. i would say that the novels are

better because of the interaction between the characters. i would say that the diabolik lovers
drama was better because it was so much more shocking. theres more suspense in the novels
because theres no action and so you really can feel what the characters are feeling. i was still
not satisfied after watching this episode because theres not enough of the action and drama

like the novels. as i said before, i was actually excited to see how the mukami brothers turned
out to be normal, but it did not make up for the lack of action. i found it hard to be excited

about a show that isnt entertaining me like the novels are, but i can say that the ending turned
me off of the show. its one thing to have a bad ending, but it shouldnt turn me off from the

show as well, and that what i experienced in this episode. i couldnt wait to see the next
episode because i had to know how the rest of the story would be. 5ec8ef588b
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